PUBLICATIONS


- **Phillip Marzuf**, “‘A Mouth for Speaking, Hands for Writing’: Twentieth-Century Socialist Literacy Sponsors in Communist Mongolia.” *Central Eurasian Studies Society Conference*.


- **Anne Phillips**, Kirsten Hermreck, and Cara Langston, “‘More Complex than I Originally Anticipated’: Understanding Mildred Taylor’s and Harper Lee’s Multifaceted Characters.” *Kansas Association of..."


**AWARDS**

• **Don Hedrick**, Kansas Humanities Council Grant, for “Camp Shakespeare,” 8-12 July 2012.

**NEWS FROM ALUMNI**


**CALENDAR OF EVENTS**

• **Tuesday, November 13, 2012, Union Little Theatre, 4 PM.** Poetry Reading by Janice Gould.

• **Friday, November 30, 2012, Union Little Theatre, 3:30 PM.** Fiction Reading by novelist Lauren Groff.

• **Saturday, December 1, 2012, Manhattan Public Library, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM** Join ChALC to discuss the most distinguished picture books of 2012.

• **Sunday, December 2, 2012, Union Little Theatre, 3:00 PM.** Extreme Shakespeare. Don Hedrick’s ENGL 660 class will perform selected scenes.

*Reading Matters* is a monthly publication of the Department of English, 108 ECS Building, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506-6501. Editors: Philip Nel, Emily Richards, and Sarah Stueder. The deadline for the next issue of *Reading Matters* is November 28, 2012 at 5 p.m. Central Time. Please send your news to Philip Nel, care of the above address or via email at <philnel@ksu.edu>. Thank you.

*Reading Matters* is on the web at http://www.ksu.edu/english/reading